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personal or other influences to prejudice his judgment.
Observation of any mass of public servants in this country will show that these obligations are not always understood. In Hyderabad, perhaps, the standard has been, on the whole, even lower than elsewhere. The reasons are best stated in the following quotation from a report of Salar Jung's which, though made many years ago, emphasises points brought out by many witnesses quite recently :— ,
" From personal observation and experience,, I have no hesitation in saying that very few officers of the Government discharge their duties honestly, faithfully, zealously, and intelligently; but the views and exertions of most officials are absorbed in finding out means to obtain money and influence for themselves. Perhaps, this evil exists elsewhere also, but in this place it is more general. On this point I would beg to make a few remarks,
For a long time past it has been the practice to obtain service, advancement, and position by one of the three following means, whether the candidate is competent or not for the duties. First, by iiuz-zeranahs, advances or bribery; secondly, by recommendations from influential parties, military chiefs, or men of wealth, of whose aid the Government sometimes stands in need; and thirdly, by flattering parties who have access to the Dewan, or are supposed to be in his confidence. Thus, appointments and advancements were not made according to merit, and, what has been the source of further evil, is that, inasmuch as meritorious conduct is the result of preserving industry to be attained only by constant labour, it was found easier by the means above alluded to to gain the same ends, and this being continued for a length of time, it has now become a custom, and unless this custom is removed by either fear or intimidation no amount of instruction or encouragement will change it. "
It has now been agreed that the principal appointments in the State, in future, will be held by members of the Indian Administrative Service, who are recruited on the basis of merit by competition open to all qualified persons in the country. All lower gazetted appointments are filled through the Public Service Commission, an impartial body which is expected to make selection on

